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Abstract. In this work, we propose a learning-based method to denoise and re-
fine disparity maps of a given stereo method. The proposed variational network
arises naturally from unrolling the iterates of a proximal gradient method applied
to a variational energy defined in a joint disparity, color, and confidence image
space. Our method allows to learn a robust collaborative regularizer leveraging
the joint statistics of the color image, the confidence map and the disparity map.
Due to the variational structure of our method, the individual steps can be easily
visualized, thus enabling interpretability of the method. We can therefore provide
interesting insights into how our method refines and denoises disparity maps. The
efficiency of our method is demonstrated by the publicly available stereo bench-
marks Middlebury 2014 and Kitti 2015.
1 Introduction
Computing 3D information from a stereo pair is one of the most important problems in
computer vision. One reason for this is that depth information is a very strong cue to
understanding visual scenes, and depth information is therefore an integral part of many
vision based systems. For example, in autonomous driving, it is not sufficient to know
the objects visible in the scene, but it is also important to estimate the distance to these
objects. A lidar scanner is often too expensive and provides only sparse depth estimates.
Therefore, it is an interesting alternative to compute depth information exclusively from
stereo images. However, the calculation of depth information from images is still a
very challenging task. Reflections, occlusions, challenging illuminations etc. make the
task even harder. To tackle these difficulties the computation of dense depth maps is
usually split up into the four steps (i) matching cost computation, (ii) cost aggregation,
(iii) disparity computation and (iv) disparity refinement [27]. In deep learning based
approaches (i) and (ii) are usually implemented in a matching convolutional neural
network (CNN), (iii) is done using graphical models or 3D regularization CNNs and
(iv) is done with a refinement module [29].
There are many approaches to tackle (i)-(iii). However, there are only a few learning-
based works for disparity refinement (iv) (see Section 2). Existing work to refine the
disparity map is often based on another CNN using residual connections. In this work
we want to overcome these black-box refinement networks with a simple, effective and
most important easily interpretable refinement approach for disparity maps. We tackle
the refinement problem with a learnable hierarchical variational network. This allows us
to exploit both the power of deep learning and the interpretability of variational meth-
ods. In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed refinement module, we conduct
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Fig. 1: Model Overview. Our model takes three inputs, an initial disparity map, con-
fidence map and the color image. The collaborative hierarchical regularizer iteratively
computes a refined disparity map and yields refined confidences and an abstracted color
image as a byproduct. The subscripts indicate the level.
experiments on directly refining/denoising winner-takes-all (WTA) solutions of feature
matching and as a pure post-processing module on top of an existing stereo method.
Fig. 1 shows an overview of our method. Starting from an initial disparity map the final
result is iteratively reconstructed.
Contributions We propose a learnable variational refinement network which takes ad-
vantage of the joint information of the color image, the disparity map and a confidence
map to compute a regularized disparity map. We therefore show how our proposed
method can be derived from the iterates of a proximal gradient method and how it can
be specifically designed for stereo refinement. Additionally, we evaluate a broad range
of possible architectural choices in an ablation study. Furthermore, we give insights
into how our model constructs the final disparity map by visualizing and interpreting
the intermediate iterates. We show the effectiveness of our method by participating on
the two complementary public available benchmarks Middlebury 2014 and Kitti 2015.
2 Related Work
We propose a learnable variational model, where we use the modeling power of varia-
tional calculus to explicitly guide the refinement process for stereo. Thus, we focus on
disparity refinement in the following sections.
Variational Methods Variational methods formulate the correspondence problem as
minimization of an energy functional comprising a data fidelity term and a smooth-
ness term. We also briefly review variational optical flow methods, because stereo is
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a special case of optical flow, i.e. it can be considered as optical flow in horizontal
direction only. The data-term measures usually the raw intensity difference [3,32,4]
between the reference view and the warped other view. The regularizer imposes prior
knowledge on the resulting disparity map. This is, the disparity map is assumed to be
piecewise smooth. Prominent regularizers are the robust Total Variation (TV) [32] and
the higher order generalization of TV as e.g. used by Ranftl et al. [20,21] or by Kuschk
and Cremers [13]. Variational approaches have two important advantages in the context
of stereo. They naturally produce sub-pixel accurate disparities and they are easily inter-
pretable. However, in order to also capture large displacements a coarse-to-fine warping
scheme [3] is necessary. To overcome the warping scheme without losing fine details,
variational methods can also be used to refine an initial disparity map. This has e.g. be
done by Shekhovtsov et al. [28] who refined the initial disparity estimates coming from
a Conditional Random Field (CRF). Similarly, [22] and [16] used a variational method
for refining optical flow.
Disparity Refinement Here we want to focus on the refinement of an initial disparity
map. The initial disparity map can be e.g. the WTA solution of a matching volume or
any other output of a stereo algorithm. One important approach of refinement algo-
rithms is the fast bilateral solver (FBS) [1]. This algorithm refines the initial disparity
estimate by solving an optimization problem containing an `2 smoothness- and an `2
data-fidelity term. The fast bilateral solver is the most related work to ours. However,
in this work we replace the `2 norm with the robust `1 norm. More importantly, we
additionally replace the hand-crafted smoothness term by a learnable multi-scale regu-
larizer. Another refinement method was proposed by Gidaris and Komodakis [7]. They
also start with an initial disparity map, detect erroneous regions and then replace and
refine these regions to get a high-quality output. Pang et al. [18] proposed to apply one
and the same network twice. They compute the initial disparity map in a first pass, warp
the second view with the initial disparity map and then compute only the residual to ob-
tain a high quality disparity map. Liang et al. [14] also improved the results by adding
a refinement sub-network on top of the regularization network. We want to stress that
the CNN based refinement networks [14,18] do not have a specialized architecture for
refinement as opposed to the proposed model.
Learnable optimization schemes Learnable optimization schemes are based on un-
rolling the iterates of optimization algorithms. We divide the approaches into two cat-
egories. In the first category the optimization iterates are mainly used to utilize the
structure during learning. For example in [23] 10 iterations of a TGV regularized vari-
ational method are unrolled and used for depth super-resolution. However, they kept
the algorithm fixed, i.e. the only learnable parameters in the inference part are the step-
sizes. Similarly, in [30] unrolling 10k iterations of the FISTA [2] algorithm is proposed.
The second category includes methods where the optimization scheme is not only used
to provide the structure, but it is also generalized by adding additional learnable pa-
rameters directly to the optimization iterates. For example [31] proposed a primal-dual-
network for low-level vision problems, where the authors learned the inference part of
a Markov Random Field (MRF) model generalizing a primal-dual algorithm. Chen et
al. [6] generalized a reaction-diffusion model and successfully learned a model for im-
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age denoising. Based on [6] a generalized incremental proximal gradient method was
proposed in [12], where the authors showed connections to residual units [8]. We built
on the work of Chen et al., but specially designed the energy terms for the stereo task.
Additionally, we allow to regularize on multiple spatial resolutions jointly and make
use of the robust `1 function in our data-terms.
3 Method
We consider images to be functions f : Ω → RC , withΩ ⊂ N2+ andC is the number of
channels which is 3 for RGB color images. Given two images f0 and f1 from a rectified
stereo pair, we want to compute dense disparities d such that f0(x) = f1(x− d˜), i.e. we
want to compute the horizontal shift d˜ = (d, 0) for each pixel x = (x1, x2) between
the reference image f0 and the second image f1. Here, we propose a novel variational
refinement network for stereo which operates solely in 2D image space and is thus very
efficient. The input to our method is an initial disparity map uˇ : Ω → [0, D], where
D is the maximal disparity, a reference image f0 and a pixel-wise confidence map
c : Ω → [0, 1]. The proposed variational network is a method to regularize, denoise
and refine a noisy disparity map with learnable filters and learnable potential functions.
Hence, the task we want to solve is the following: Given a noisy disparity map uˇ, we
want to recover the clean disparity with T learnable variational network steps. We do
not make any assumptions on the quality of the initial disparity map, i.e. the initial
disparity map may contain many strong outliers.
3.1 Collaborative Disparity Denoising
As the main contribution of this paper, we propose a method that performs a collabora-
tive denoising in the joint color image, disparity and confidence space (see Fig. 2). Our
model is based on the following three observations: (i) Depth discontinuities co-inside
with object boundaries, (ii) discontinuities in the confidence image are expected to be
close to left-sided object boundaries and (iii) the confidence image can be used as a
pixel-wise weighting factor in the data fidelity term. Based on these three observations,
we propose the following collaborative variational denoising model
min
u
R(u) +D(u), (1)
where u = (urgb, ud, uc) : Ω → R5, i.e. u contains for every pixel an RGB color
information, a disparity value and a confidence value. R(u) denotes the collaborative
regularizer and it is given by a multi-scale and multi-channel version of the Fields of
Experts (FoE) model [25] with L scales and K channels.
R(u; θ) =
L∑
l=1
K∑
k=1
∑
x∈Ω
φlk
((
KlkA
lu
)
(x)
)
, (2)
where Al are combined blur and downsampling operators, Klk are linear convolution
operators and φlk : R 7→ R are non-linear activation functions. The vector θ holds
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(a) VN Disparity Map (b) VN Confidence Map
(c) Ground-truth (d) VN Color Image
Fig. 2: Collaborative Disparity Denoising. Our method produces three outputs: (a) the
refined disparity map, (b) the refined confidence map and (d) the refined color image.
(c) shows the ground-truth image for comparison (black pixels = invalid). Note how our
method is able to preserve fine details such as the spokes of the motorcycle.
the parameters of the regularizer which will be detailed later. Note that multiple levels
allow the model to operate on different spatial resolutions and therefore enables the
denoising of large corrupted areas. Intuitively, the collaborative regularizer captures the
statistics of the joint color, confidence and disparity space. Hence, it will be necessary
to learn the linear operators and the non-linear potential functions from data. It will
turn out that the combination of filtering in the joint color-disparity-confidence space
at multiple hierarchical pyramid levels and specifically learned channel-wise potential
functions make our model very powerful.
D(u) denotes the collaborative data fidelity term and it is defined by
D(u; θ) = λ
2
‖urgb− f0‖2 + µ‖uc − c‖1 + ν‖ud − dˇ‖uc,1, (3)
where θ is again a placeholder for the learnable parameters. The first term ensures that
the smoothed color image urgb does not deviate too much from the original color image
f0, the second term ensures that the smoothed confidence map stays close to the original
confidence map. Here we use an `1 norm in order to deal with outliers in the initial
confidence map. The last term is the data fidelity term of the disparity map. It is given
by an `1 norm which is pixel-wise weighted by the confidence measure uc. Hence,
data fidelity is enforced in high-confidence regions and suppressed in low-confidence
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regions. Note that the weighted `1 norm additionally ties the disparity map with the
confidence map during the steps of the variational network.
Proximal Gradient Method (PGM) We consider a PGM [19] whose iterates are given
by
ut+1 = proxαtD(ut − αt∇R(ut)), (4)
where αt is the step-size,∇R(ut) is the gradient of the regularizer which is given by
∇R(u) =
L∑
l=1
K∑
k=1
(KlkA
l)T ρlk
(
KlkA
lu
)
, (5)
where ρlk = diag((φ
l
k)
′). proxαtD denotes the proximal operator with respect to the
data fidelity term, which is defined by
proxαtD(u˜) = arg minu D(u) +
1
2αt
‖u− u˜‖22. (6)
Note that the proximal map allows to handle the non-smooth data fidelity terms such
as the `1 norm. Additionally, there is a strong link between proximal gradient methods
and residual units which allows to incrementally reconstruct a solution (see Fig. 1). We
provide the computation of the prox-terms in the supplementary material.
Variational Network Our collaborative denoising algorithm consists of performing a
fixed number of T iterations of the proximal gradient method Eq. (4). In order to in-
crease the flexibility we allow the model parameters to change in each iteration.
ut+1 = proxαtD(·,θt)(ut − αt∇R(ut, θt)), 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1 (7)
Following [6,12] we parametrize the derivatives of the potential functions using Gaus-
sian radial basis functions (RBF)
ρl,tk (s) = β
l,t
k
B∑
b=1
wl,tk,b exp
(
− (s− γb)
2
2σ2
)
, (8)
where γb are the means regularly sampled on the interval [−3, 3], σ is the standard de-
viation of the Gaussian kernel and βl,tk is a scaling factor. The linear operators K
l,t
k are
implemented as multi-channel 2D convolutions with convolution kernels κl,tk . In sum-
mary, the parameters in each step are given by θt = {κl,tk , βl,tk , wl,tk,b, µt, νt, λt, αt, }.
4 Computing Inputs
Our proposed refinement method can be applied to an arbitrary stereo method, provided
it comes along with a cost-volume, which is the case for the majority of existing stereo
methods.
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Probability volume Assume we have given a cost-volume v : Ω×{0, . . . , D−1} → R,
where smaller costs mean a higher likelihood of the respective disparity values. In order
to map the values onto probabilities p : Ω × {0, . . . , D − 1}, we make use of the
“softmax” function, that is
p(x, d) =
exp(−v(x,d)η )∑D−1
d′=0 exp(
−v(x,d′)
η )
, (9)
where η influences the smoothness of the probability distribution.
Initial disparity map From Eq. (9) we can compute the WTA solution by a pixel-wise
arg max over the disparity dimension, i.e.,
d¯(x) ∈ arg max
d
p(x, d). (10)
Moreover, we compute a sub-pixel accurate disparity map dˇ(x) by fitting a quadratic
function to the probability volume. This is equivalent to perform one step of Newton’s
algorithm:
dˇ(x) = d¯(x)− δ
+(p(x, ·))(d¯(x))
δ−(δ+(p(x, ·)))(d¯(x)) , (11)
where δ{+,−} denote standard forward and backward differences in the disparity di-
mension. Furthermore, we compute the refined value of the probabilities, denoted as
pˇ(x), via linear interpolation in the probability volume.
Initial Confidence Measure The computation of a confidence measure of the stereo
results is important for many applications and a research topic on its own [9]. Here we
take advantage of the probabilistic nature of our matching costs pˇ(x). Moreover, we
make use of geometric constraints by using a left-right (LR) consistency check, where
the left and right images are interchanged. This allows us to identify occluded regions.
We compute the probability of a pixel being not occluded as
po(x) =
max(ε− distlr(x), 0)
ε
∈ [0, 1], (12)
where
distlr(x) = |dˇl(x) + dˇr(x+ dˇl(x))| (13)
is the disparity difference between the left prediction dˇl and the right prediction dˇr and
the parameter ε acts as a threshold and is set to ε = 3 in all experiments. The final
confidence measure is given by
c(x) = pˇ(x)po(x) ∈ [0, 1]. (14)
Thus, we define our total confidence as the product of the matching confidence and the
LR confidence. Most of the pixels not surviving the LR check are pixels in occluded
regions. To get a good initialization for these pixels as well, we inpaint the disparities
of these pixels from the left side. The experiments show that this significantly increases
the performance of the model (see Table 1).
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Init Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7
Fig. 3: Visualization of steps in the VN. Top to bottom: disparity map, confidence map,
image. Left to right: Initialization, VN Steps 1 - 7. Note how the color image and the
confidence map help to restore very fine details in the disparity map.
5 Learning
In this section we describe our learning procedure for the collaborative denoising model.
To remove scaling ambiguities we require the filter kernels κl,tk to be zero-mean and to
have an `2 norm ≤ 1. Moreover, we constraint the weights of the RBF kernels to have
an `2 norm ≤ 1, too. This is defined with the following convex set:
Θ = {θt : ‖κl,tk ‖ ≤ 1,
∑
κl,tk = 0, ‖wl,tk ‖ ≤ 1} (15)
For learning, we define a loss function that measures the error between the last
iterate of the disparity map udT and the ground-truth disparity d
∗. Note that we do not
have a loss function for the confidence and the color image. Their aim is rather to
support the disparity map to achieve the lowest loss. We use a truncated Huber function
of the form
min
θ∈Θ
S∑
s=1
MN∑
i=1
min
(|uds,T (x, θ)− d∗s(x)|δ, τ) (16)
where τ is a truncation value, s denotes the index of the training sample and
|r|δ =
{
r2
2δ if |r| ≤ δ
|r| − δ2 else
(17)
is the Huber function.
Implementation details We implemented our model in the PyTorch machine learning
framework1. We train the refinement module for 3000 epochs with a learning rate of
10−3 with a modified projected Adam optimizer [10]. We dynamically adjusted the
stepsize computation to be constant within each parameter block in our constraint setΘ
to ensure that we perform an orthogonal projection onto the constraint set. After 1500
epochs we reduce the truncation value τ from∞ to 3.
1 https://pytorch.org
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Fig. 4: Qualitative results on the Kitti 2015 test set. Top-to-bottom: Reference image,
disparity map which is color coded with blue = far away to yellow = near, error map,
where blue = correct disparity, orange = incorrect disparity.
6 Experiments
We split the experiments into two parts. In the first part we evaluate architectural choices
based on the WTA result of a matching network and compare with the FBS [1]. In the
second part, we use the best architecture and train a variational network for refining
the disparity maps computed by the CNN-CRF method [11]. We use this method to
participate in the public available stereo benchmarks Middlebury 2014 and Kitti 2015.
To ensure a fair comparison we choose methods with similar numbers of parameters and
runtimes. Fig. 3 shows how our method constructs the final result. The method recovers
step-by-step fine details with the guidance of the confidences and the color image.
Kitti 2015 The Kitti 2015 dataset [17] is an outdoor dataset specifically designed for
autonomous driving. It contains 200 images with available ground-truth to train a model
and 200 images with withheld ground-truth which is used for testing the models on pre-
viously unseen data. The ground-truth is captured using a laser scanner and is therefore
sparse in general. The cars are densified by fitting CAD models into the laser point-
cloud. We report the badX error metric for occluded (occ) and non-occluded (noc) pix-
els with X = 3. In the badX measure the predicted disparity dˆ is treated incorrect, if
the distance to the ground-truth disparity d∗ is larger than X .
Middlebury 2014 The Middlebury 2014 stereo dataset [26] is orthogonal to the Kitti
2015 dataset. It consists of 153 high resolution indoor images with highly precise dense
ground-truth. The challenges in the Middlebury dataset are large, almost untextured
regions, huge occluded regions, reflections and difficult lighting conditions. The gen-
eralization capability of the method is evaluated on a 15 images test-set with withheld
ground-truth data. We report all available metrics, i.e., bad{0.5, 1, 2, 4} errors, the av-
erage error (avg) and the root-mean-squared error (rms).
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Model WTA FBF [1] VN7,54 VN
7,5
4 VN
7,5
4 VN
7,5
4 VN
7,5
4 VN
7,5
4 VN
5,7
3 VN
8,7
2 VN
14,3
4 VN
11,3
5
Conf X X X X X X X X X
Img X X X X X X X X X
OccIp X X X X X X X X X X
Joint X X X X X
[b
ad
3] occ 8.24 7.48 5.42 5.12 4.43 3.77 3.46 3.37 3.43 3.62 4.37 4.25
noc 6.78 6.08 4.68 3.98 3.90 3.07 2.72 2.55 2.58 2.97 3.71 3.49
Table 1: Ablation study on the Kitti 2015 dataset. Conf = Confidences, Img = Image,
OccIp = Occlusion inpainting, Joint = joint training. The super-script indicates the num-
ber of steps and the filter-size while the sub-script indicates the number of levels in the
variational network. VN7,54 is therefore a variational network with 7 steps and 4 levels.
6.1 Ablation Study
To find the most appropriate hyper parameters for the proposed method, we generate
our initial disparity map with a simple feature network. The learned features are then
compared using a fixed matching function for a pre-defined number of discrete dispari-
ties.
Feature Network Our feature network is a modified version of the U-Net [24,15] which
we use to extract features suitable for stereo matching. We kept the number of parame-
ters low by only using 64 channels at every layer. The output of our feature network is
thus a 64-dimensional feature vector for every pixel. The exact architecture is shown in
the supplementary material.
Feature Matching Next, we use the extracted features ψ0 from the left image and ψ1
from the right image to compute a matching score volume p˜ : Ω×{0, . . . , D−1} → R
with
p˜(x, d) = 〈ψ0(x), ψ1(x− d˜)〉. (18)
We follow Section 4 to compute the inputs for the variational network.
Ablation Study We systematically remove parts of our method in order to show how the
final performance is influenced by the individual parts. Table 1 shows an overview of
all experiments. First we investigate the influence of our data-terms, the disparity data-
term, the confidence data-term and the RGB image data-term. The study shows that
each of the data-terms positively influence the final performance. Especially, adding the
original input image significantly increases the performance. This can be e.g. seen in
Fig. 3, where the information of how the basket needs to be reconstructed, is derived
from the input image. In the second part of the study, we evaluate different variational
network architectures. To make the comparison as fair as possible, we chose the variants
such that the total number of parameters is approximately the same for all architectures.
The experiments show, that a compromise between number of steps, pyramid levels and
filter-size yields the best results. The best performing model is the model VN7,54 , where
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Method Kitti 2015 Middlebury 2014noc all ∅R bad0.5 bad1 bad2 bad4 avg rms time ∅R
PSMNet [5] - 1.83 - 90.0 78.1 58.5 32.2 9.60 21.7 2.62 44
PDS [29] - - - 54.2 26.1 11.4 5.10 1.98 9.10 10 8
MC-CNN [33] - - - 42.1 20.5 11.7 7.94 3.87 16.5 1.26 9
CNN-CRF [11] - 4.04 - 56.1 25.1 10.8 6.12 2.30 9.89 3.53 10
[11] + VN (ours) 1.90 2.04 - 41.8 17.1 7.05 2.96 1.21 5.80 4.06 2
PSMNet [5] 2.14 2.32 17 81.1 63.9 42.1 23.5 6.68 19.4 2.62 33
PDS [29] 2.36 2.58 19 58.9 21.1 14.2 6.98 3.27 15.7 10.3 9
MC-CNN [33] 3.33 3.89 32 41.3 18.0 9.47 6.7 4.37 22.4 1.26 6
CNN-CRF [11] 4.84 5.50 36 60.9 31.9 12.5 6.61 3.02 14.4 3.53 8
[11] + VN (ours) 4.45 4.85 33 56.2 30.0 14.2 7.71 2.49 10.8 4.06 6
Table 2: Performance on public benchmarks. Top = Official training set, Bottom = Offi-
cial test set. Bold font: Overall best. Italic font = improvement of base-line.∅R denotes
the average rank over all metrics on the benchmarks.
the filter-size is set to 5 × 5 for 4 pyramid levels and 7 steps. The average runtime of
this VN is as low as 0.09s on an NVidia 2080Ti graphics card.
Additionally, we compare with the FBS. We therefore use exactly the same inputs
as we did in our method, i.e., the refined WTA solution dˇ, our confidence measure c
and the RGB input image. To ensure the best performance for the FBS, we performed a
grid-search over its hyper-parameters on the Kitti dataset. As shown in Table 1 the FBS
clearly improves the performance upon the initial solution, but the FBS cannot compete
with the proposed method.
6.2 Benchmark Performance
We use our method on top of the CNN-CRF [11] stereo method for the official test
set evaluation (see Table 2). We set the temperature parameter η = 0.075 in all ex-
periments. The average rank is computed with all published methods in the respective
benchmarks with a runtime ≤ 20s. This yields in total 71 methods on the Kitti bench-
mark and 50 methods on the Middlebury benchmark.
We used the model VN7,54 on the Kitti dataset. As shown in Table 2 we reduce
the bad3 error in both, occluded and in non-occluded regions. Fig. 4 shows qualitative
results with the corresponding error maps on the Kitti test set.
On the Middlebury benchmark we use the model VN7,114 for all evaluations. We
compare the errors on the training set with the errors on the test set (Table 2) and observe
that: (i) Our method achieves the best scores in all metrics among the compared methods
on the training set. (ii) This positive trend is transferred to the test set for the average
error and the RMS error. (iii) The bad{0.5, 1} errors on the test set are reduced and (iv)
the bad{2, 4} errors slightly increase on the test set compared to [11]. One reason for
this is the limited amount of training data for these very high-resolution images. Fig. 5
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Fig. 5: Qualitative results on the Middlebury test set. Left: Color-coded disparity maps
ranging from blue = far away to red = near. Right: Error maps, where white = correct
and black = incorrect. The top row shows the initial disparity map (=input to the VN)
and the bottom row shows our refined result.
shows a qualitative example of the Middlebury test set. Note that the tabletop is nice
and smooth while the sharp edges of the objects are very well preserved.
7 Conclusion & Future Work
We have proposed a learnable variational network for efficient refinement of disparity
maps. The learned collaborative and hierarchical refinement method allows the use of
information from the joint color, confidence and disparity space from multiple spatial
resolutions. In an ablation study, we evaluated a broad range of architectural choices
and demonstrated the impact of our design decisions. Our method can be applied on top
of any other stereo method, with full use of additional information of a full cost vol-
ume. We demonstrated this by adding the variational refinement network on top of the
CNN-CRF method and have shown improved results. Furthermore, we have proven the
effectiveness of our method by participating in the publicly available stereo benchmarks
of Middlebury and Kitti. In future work, we would like to include a matching score dur-
ing the refinement process and perform data augmentation to increase the training set
for learning.
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1 Proximal Operators for the data terms
We provide the solution of the proximal operators used in the data terms. The proximal
operator is defined as the optimization problem
proxαf (u˜) = arg minu f(u) +
1
2α
‖u− u˜‖2. (19)
In the main paper we used the proximal operator with `1 and `2 functions. The `2 prox
is used for the color image and the `1 prox for the confidences and the disparities. We
will present the closed form solutions for these two cases in the next paragraphs.
Proximal operator for `2 functions First, we present the result of the proximal operator
for the following `2 function
f(u) =
λ
2
‖u− u0‖2. (20)
Inserting Eq. (20) into Eq. (19) and setting the derivative w.r.t. u to zero, we can com-
pute the optimal solution u∗ with
u∗ =
u˜+ ταu0
1 + λα
, (21)
where for the color image data term, u0 = I0 and u˜ = urgb.
Proximal operator for `1 functions Similarly, we compute the proximal operator of the
following weighted `1 function
f(u) = γ‖u− u0‖w,1 = γ
∑
x∈Ω
w(x)|u(x)− u0(x)|. (22)
The absolute function is not differentiable at 0 and therefore the optimality condition
requires the sub-differential to contain 0. The closed form solution of the proximal
operator Eq. (19) with f being the `1 function as defined in Eq. (22) is given by
u∗ = u0 + max(0, |u˜− u0| − τγw)sign(u˜− u0). (23)
Thus, for the confidence data term w = 1 and u0 = c and for the disparity data term
w = c and u0 = dˇ.
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2 Derivative of the quadratic fitting
In the joint training of our feature network and the regularization network we need to
backpropagate the gradient through the refined disparities. Therefore, we must compute
the gradient of our sub-pixel accurate disparity map w.r.t. the probability volume. The
gradient is non-zero only for the supporting points of the quadratic function (shown in
blue in Fig. 1). Precisely, it is given by
∂dˇ(x)
∂p(x, d)
=

δc(p(x,·))(d¯(x))
(δ−(δ+(p(x,·)))(d¯(x)))2 if d = d¯(x)
δ+(p(x,·))(d¯(x))
(δ−(δ+(p(x,·)))(d¯(x)))2 if d = d¯(x)− 1
δ−(p(x,·))(d¯(x))
(δ−(δ+(p(x,·)))(d¯(x)))2 if d = d¯(x) + 1
0 else,
(24)
where δ{+,−,c} are standard forward-, backward- and central-differences in the dispar-
ity dimension. Note, that we overcome the problem of the non-differentiable arg min
function with the fitting of the quadratic function. Fig. 1 shows a visualization of the
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Fig. 1: Visualization of the quadratic fitting. We select the points next to the maximum
value and fit a quadratic function. Computing the extremum of the quadratic functions
yields the refined disparity and the refined probability.
quadratic fitting procedure.
3 Architecture of the feature network
The detailed architecture of our feature network is shown in Table 1. It is a variant of a
U-Net with two spatial resolutions and 64 channels in every layer. In the contraction part
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Layer KS Resolution Channels Input
conv00 3 W ×H /W ×H 3 / 64 Image
conv01 3 W ×H /W ×H 64 / 64 conv00
pool0 2 W ×H / W2 × H2 64 / 64 conv01
conv10 3 W2 × H2 / W2 × H2 64 / 64 pool0
conv11 3 W2 × H2 / W2 × H2 64 / 64 conv10
pool1 2 W2 × H2 / W4 × H4 64 / 64 conv10
conv20 3 W4 × H4 / W4 × H4 64 / 64 pool1
conv21 3 W4 × H4 / W4 × H4 64 / 64 conv20
deconv1 3 W4 × H4 / W2 × H2 64 / 64 conv21
conv12 3 W2 × H2 / W2 × H2 128 / 64 {deconv1, conv11}
conv13 3 W2 × H2 / W2 × H2 64 / 64 conv12
deconv0 3 W2 × H2 / W ×H 64 / 64 conv12
conv02 3 W ×H /W ×H 128 / 64 {deconv0, conv01}
conv03 3 W ×H /W ×H 64 / 64 conv02
Table 1: Detailed architecture of our multi-level feature network. KS denotes the kernel
size, Resolution contains the spatial resolution of the input and output, respectively and
Channels contain the number of input and output feature channels, respectively. We use
curly brackets to indicate a concatenation of feature maps.
the resolution is reduced every 2 layers. In the expansion part features are upsampled
with transposed convolutions and concatenated with the extracted features of the same
resolution to keep fine details.
4 Learned filters and activation functions
We give further insights into what and how our model learns by visualizing the filters
and activation functions learned by our model. Fig. 2a shows selected filter kernels.
The first row contains filters for the disparity map, the second row contains filters for
the RGB color image and the third row contains filters for the confidence map. Note that
the learned filters are interpretable because they contain structure. This suggests that our
model captures statistics of how to appropriately denoise disparity maps, confidence
maps and color images jointly.
Fig. 2b shows the learned activation functions. We can integrate the learned acti-
vation functions (blue) to get the potential functions (green) used in our energy. For
example the third potential function has the shape of a truncated Huber function. This
means the function has learned to be robust against outliers.
5 Additional Qualitative Results
We use the supplementary material to show additional qualitative results of our method.
The results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 impressively show how our simple denoising/refinement
scheme is able to reconstruct high quality disparity maps.
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(a) Filters (b) Activation/Potential Function
Fig. 2: Visualization of filters (left) and activation functions (right) of our model. Filters:
Top to bottom: Filters of the disparity map, filters of the RGB color image and filters of
the confidence map. Activation Functions: Visualization learned activation functions.
The first row (blue) shows the activation functions in the derivative space. The second
row (green) shows the integrate of the same functions which correspond to the potential
functions in the energy domain. The structure is even better visible if zoom is decreased
in a pdf viewer.
The results on the Middlebury benchmark show, how information is exploited from
both, the confidences and the input image to reconstruct the best possible disparity map.
Note how the blue channel in Fig. 3 seems to be an indicator for regions being occluded,
because they appear always next to left sided object boundaries.
As shown in Fig. 4 the results on Kitti show similar properties. Note here how fine
details in the background are accurately captured. The confidence maps and the images
guide the disparity map where discontinuities are likely to occur and where smoothing
is the better option. The former is always close to object boundaries, and the latter is on
the street, on cars or in the background.
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Fig. 3: Results of VN7,114 on half size (H) Middlebury images. Left to right: Disparity
map, confidences and color image. Our model learns to use object edges to guide the
denoising of the disparity map. Best viewed with zoom on the PC.
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Fig. 4: Results of VN7,54 on the Kitti 2015 dataset. Starting at top-left in clock-wise
order: VN disparity maps, confidence map, color images, ground-truth. Note how strong
object boundaries are detected in the confidence image and in the RGB image to guide
the disparity refinement. Best viewed on the PC.
